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Old Antiquated Biofeedback

Traditional old-fashioned biofeedback was based on a misnomer that of the over importance of the verbal word brain. The word area of the brain is only a miniscule part of the person. Impulses from the whole body go through base of the brain and a filter called the reticular formation filter sends very important signals to the verbal brain the reticular activation system.

The word area of the brain gets one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of the total information. So the verbal brain should not be involved in most processes. Getting the word area of the brain to run a previously unconscious autonomic function is the process of the old style biofeedback. The word area of the brain is for communication and not for autonomic bio-processes.

Old style biofeedback depends on the verbal mind now being more involved in a process that should be balanced naturally. There is little regard for the causes of disease and little regard for restoration of health and an over emphasis on the word area of the brain.

[Image: Diagram of biofeedback process]

**QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK** Advances into the Future

Restoring health and balance to total system is the goal of Quantum Biofeedback. By first measuring the body electric then sending in signals to the body that helps to restore natural balance and then thru a cybernetic loop this cycle can repeat until health is restored.

When we put a small pulsed signal into the body all osmosis works a little bit better. Since all of biology depends on the action of osmosis for transfer of oxygen, nutrients, enzymes, hormones and more. Thus all of life works a bit better. When we can make a harmonized pulse with a cybernetic stimulus loop the osmosis can be enhanced. And when things work a bit better then perhaps something shakes free, something works when it hasn’t for a long time and a miracle can happen. All because we are working with the total body and not just the word area.

We need to embrace the new sciences of Quantum Physics, Bio-Electronics, Holistic Medicine, and Energetic Medicine to make a new form of biofeedback using the old techniques with an updated modern contemporary present day more logical system. But such a grand advance in medicine will need extensive research and validation to verify and substantiate the claims.
The Angel's gift to the World is the end of degenerative disease.

Biofeedback Loop

The Body Electric has many global important measures. These include Volts, Amps, Resistance, Hydration, Oxidation, and Proton and Electron pressure. There are oscillatory norms of these values as well. The electrical vital signs. These are all easily measured and easily corrected in a cybernetic biofeedback loop. By interfacing with the body electric thru stimulus, response, correction and re-stimulation, we can try to normalize and stabilize the body electric. If we can reduce the causes of disease with behavioral medicine, provide good nutrition to supply needed homeostasis, repair the damage to organs, and unblock the blockages to energy flow, we have the start of a good truly modern medicine. Selye has proved that by reducing stress and the stressors we can advert the early progression of disease, and dramatically reduce degenerative disease. But this is drugless and threatening to the profits of the drug companies. We need to prefer people over profit. We need to become aware of the science and look through the sensational tabloid press to make an informed choice.

The over emphasis on drugs (synthetic drugs) and surgery and the under emphasis on lifestyle has created a monster. The regulatory bodies, FDA, let Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, run rampant while spending time and money on attacking safe, scientific, tested and effective natural medicines. This is a tragedy of modern times and profit corporations out of control.
The normal electrical parameters of the body are as follows:

Voltage can be measured by two different metal electrodes with the body as the electrolyte substrate between them. Then a voltage of 0.707 to 1.5 can be measured. Voltage reflects Catecholamine function and thus Adrenal function.

Amperage takes just simple electrodes which we have found that a carbon electrode to be the best. Carbon is the only element that can donate or accept electrons equally. Then we get an electro-potential from 1 uA to 300 milliamps. The heart makes a strong signal in the milliamp range. The muscles make signals in certain frequency ranges as well. The brain makes micro amp signals. Amperage reflects Indolamine functions and thus Brain emotion and love indices.

Resistance or its inverse Conductance varies with sweat or emotions and ranges from 5,000 ohms to 80,000 ohms. Hydration, Oxidation and the Ph also are electrical factors that fall out of this profile.

The VARHOPE measures and autofocused correction of the SCIO/Eductor measures these factors and thru electro stimulation it will correct abnormal VARHOPE readings. We have found that the body can accept a signal that is close to its original VARHOPE level. If there is an excessive signal beyond twice the original the body will shield and resist a stimulus. This is a basic biological safeguard to protect our body electric from outside disruption of function.
Quantum Biology uses the rules of Quantum and Electro Dynamics Physics in Biology not just Newtonian Thermodynamics

1. We will find that there is a Holistic Fractal Extreme Compelxity that makes us embrace Diversity over Conformity,
2. We find that the Body Electric can be measured with Voltage, Amperage, Resistance, Hydration, Oxidation and Ph and this VARHOPE can be stimulated and enhanced with small body stimulation
3. We find that we can measure the Voltammetric signature of a Remedy and send it into the body thru electrodes for measuring Reactivity (EPR or TVEP) or for doing medication testing and or Electro Homeopathy with sarcodes, allersodes, isodes, or nosodes
4. We find that with Quantum Biofeedback we can ZAP or electrocute pathogens and stimulate the Immune System
   We can use the science of Quantum Entwinement to work at a distance
5. We can work to stimulate the Body Electric to heal itself and we do not need to depend on the word area of the brain

VARHOPE Improvement from QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK for Sport Enhancement

Proven in Two Journals

The incredible results with athletes from AC Milan, Kobe Bryant, San Antonio Spurs, the Chinese Olympic team, Serena Williams and Novak Djokovic have now been proven with extensive research with amateur and professional athletes in Europe and America. Research published in a peer reviewed medical
Journals on proof of the VARHOPE and how we can increase Sport endurance, strength, eye hand coordination, osmosis, pain injury recovery, and oxygenation with the SCIO Eductor. The research conclusively shows how we can improve an athlete over 5% and this is the difference between a good performance and excellence.


Electro Homeopathy of **QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK** Proven in the Two Journals

Additional Studies in these journals also prove the efficacy of Imponderables, sarcodes, nosodes, zap, allersodes and addiction treatment. A host of independent repeatable studies published in a peer reviewed medical journal have shown the efficacy of Quantum Biology with the SCIO/Eductor.

**2013 and a further journal of QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK on the subject of just why synthetic medications are an insult to the body**

My son Daniel was born autistic I 1979, because of a drug for morning sickness called Bendictine. Its first form was thalidomide and it created horrendous birth defects. They were taken off the market after it
was shown to have produced hundreds of millions of dollars in damages. I asked how a drug with such side effects be marketed. To my amazement I found out what my pharmaceutical professor had that us was true. Any Synthetic Anything is an INSULT to the body. In 1985 I wrote the first book proving this concept. And I called them SINthetics. Now over 30 years later our extensive research proving that synthetics are SINthetics and are most often more risk than benefit.


We are making a website to fully expose why Synthetics are SINthetics.
http://syntheticissynthetic4u.com/


http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/The%20Counterfeit%20Synthetic%20culture.pdf


http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/List%20of%20withdrawn%20drugs.pdf


2013 and a further evidence of Electrocution and Zapping from QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK

Rife had the idea of an electrocution of microorganisms, but he failed to prove it to the world. The zapping of Hulga Clark was never proven successful. Both needed a cybernetic loop autofocused band width flexibility to work. New research and evidence for the SCIO/Eductor autofocused zap was made evident to the world in 2013.


Zapping the Human Papilloma Virus

By William Nelson LPCC
At the Semmilvise Hospital in Budapest 1994

Abstract

We know of no good evidence for Dr. Kruger's zap therapy. The Zap technology of the QXCI/EPFX has some tested capabilities. In this study 25 women showed signs of papilloma virus spots. The papilloma virus HPV spots fluoresce in UV light if they are exposed to vinegar. A vinegar swab showed spots on all 25 with an average of 12 spots per person. The women were given three 30 min QXCI Zap therapies over the course of one week. In 2 of the subjects there was no change. All of the others had lessening of their spots in size and number. In five subjects there was complete removal of the spots. The rest had approximately 60% reduction in the number of spots. The overall average therapy was 60% effective in treating papilloma.

Research proves medication testing using QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK

There is an electrical signature of all chemicals and substances. This can be measured by a standardized world accepted chemistry procedure known as polography and or voltammetry. The shark and other fish sense things electrically because the water conducts the electrical signal of detection. Air breathing creatures such as humans have developed their electrical sense as olfactory smell or taste shape receptors. There is very little if any science that can detect a electrical signature of an item thru a glass or plastic bottle, but the alternative medical people have invested their belief in a false promise, perhaps many false promises. Muscle testing for remedies as well as point probe testing have been proven to be totally therapist controlled and thus bogus.

Only our process of voltammetry measure and voltammetric stimulation has passed double blinds and been proven safe and effective. Known and registered as Electro-Physiological-Reactivity in America and
Transcutaneous-Voltammetric-Evoked –Potential in Europe. Only this tested procedure can measure reactivity. 2013 saw further validation and verification.


http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/TVEP%20The%20Clinical%20Experience%20complete.pdf

FDA 510(k) registration for the EPFX was obtained on October 13, 1989. The following is an excerpt from the original office 510(k) application:

"The EPFX measures the Electro-Physiologic Reactivity intensity of the patient to many QQC trivector voltammetry patterns. These are patterns of reactions to Spirulina, Isotopes, Allergies, Isotopes, Nutritional, Herbs, Improbable and Classic Homeopathics. The reaction patterns or profiles can relate disturbances of the patient. Therapies can then be arranged to develop harmonic reactions, desensitizations, biological resonance or rectification processes. All of these are applied and managed through biofeedback application. Biofeedback is the operation that allows for the cybernetic loop to support systemic feedback. The only indicated use of this device and all claims related to this device are under biofeedback. The loop of measured reaction and bio-varied resonance response allows for a true feedback for self corrective Electro-Physiological therapy. Hence it is called the Electro Physiological Feedback Xroid."  

**FDA Registration of EPFX**  
**Electro-Physiological-Reactivity = EPR**

The CE mark Class 2 registration includes **European Registration**

The following excerpts from the medical claims part of the SCIO CE Mark:

"The SCIO is indicated for use as a Universal Electrophysiological Biofeedback System. The Universal Electrophysiological Biofeedback System is made up of the following eight Universal items which are functions of the SCIO:

1. Stress Reduction and Lifestyle Stressors Questionnaire;
2. Simple EEG [electroencephalography] biofeedback brain wave stress reduction;
3. Three-lead ECG [electrocardiography] simple heart awareness and biofeedback stress reduction;
4. EMG [electromyography] biofeedback for simple reeducation of muscles;
5. GSR [galvanic skin response] biofeedback and TVEP [Transcutaneous voltammetric evoked potential] biofeedback [electrophysiological reactivity];

**TVEP = EPR**

Since GSR biofeedback requires a microcurrent voltammetric stimulation to measure GSR, then the microcurrent has the following secondary Therapeutic functions which function as performed through the biofeedback loop:

6. Microcurrent Transcutaneous electro nerve stimulation (MENS) for pain reduction in the cybernetic biofeedback loop, Cranial Electro Stimulation (CES) for anxiety and addiction;
7. Trauma or wound healing in the biofeedback loop;
8. Global Voltammetric Charge Stability in the biofeedback loop."
ESP Mental Telepathy Proven by **QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK** in 2013 Journal

First and foremost some basic research published in 1973 in the Youngstown State University post grad literacies, was redone by the original researcher and by an independent research team (Dean Radin, senior scientist at the Institute of Noetic Sciences) After forty years an age old quandary perplexing mankind gets solved with the help of the Eductor. The research has proven the age old question of mental telepathy. We Measure the brain wave and ECG of a subject while his meaningful other close friend or relative was subjected at random to a burst of harsh light and sound stimulus to produce an evoked potential. This stimulus in one subject could produce an evoked potential reaction in his meaningful other at great distance. There was no verbal info transfer, no verbal connection and no verbal recognition of the stimulus shown, but the body electric did have a significant reaction.

http://www.downloads.imune.net/journals/2013%20Quantum%20Entwinement%20as%20Principal%20of%20Human%20Communication.pdf


The age old question of a mother knowing inside beneath her verbal awareness about her child being in danger has been proven scientifically with quantum theory’s principle of entanglement and or entwinement and now the clinical research of the Eductor brain wave device. Science has struggled to accept such things that we all have accepted, but now research makes the struggle more difficult.

This was all published in the Hallmark 100th issue of the International Journal of the Medical Science of Homeopathy, Naturopathy and Energetic Medicine. For over 25 years the most scientific of all the journals of Natural medicine.

**Science gets a shock from QUANTUM BIOFEEDBACK, Power of the Stars to Trans-Mutate the Elements in the Cells of the Body**

In 1983 William Fowler won the Nobel Prize in Physics for showing the atomic processes in a Star that make the elements from Hydrogen to Radon and beyond. Then in 1983 Fowler and Nelson working at YSU co-wrote an article to prove that it was possible for biology at body temperature to trans-mutate elements. Now 30 years later more research and clinical data have shown the SCIO/Eductor capable of assisting such changes. Much more research is needed but this journal has put forth some meaningful Challenges to the old science in this Journal on 30 year research and evaluation showing transmutation of the elements in the body.

http://www.downloads.imune.net/journals/2013%20Biology%20Can%20Transmute%20the%20Elements.pdf
IT ALWAYS SEEMS IMPOSSIBLE UNTIL IT’S DONE.

No one is born hating another person because of the colour of his skin, or his background, or his religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for love comes more naturally to the human heart than its opposite.

-Nelson Mandela
All interaction is voltammetric, even the neurotransmitters act in voltammetric fashion. The CNS sends out electro-chemical, and electro-magnetic pulses to the body. The PNS has motor and sensory data, the ANS has regulation of life, homeostasis, metabolism, reproduction, immunity, digestion etc.

Most of the CNS should be nonverbal, subtle, and beneath verbal awareness.

The CNS then assesses the feedback and then alters its behavior to adapt to the CNS needs. Reducing stress allows the system to work more efficiently.

The CNS sensory feedback comes to the base of the brain stem where it is filtered by the Reticular Formation. The 100 trillion cells of the body send copious amounts of info to the CNS. The Reticular Formation lets only a small amount go to the voluntary word area of the brain in the left hemisphere, the rest to the nonverbal areas. The verbal areas would be over whelmed with homeostasis information.
How to be a Biofeedback and Wellness Consultant 2012

By Desire Dubounet

Access the Book, s Research and Journals at:
http://ijmshnem4u.com/ Journals
http://www.imune.net/medicalbooks/
Access the course material at:

http://desiredubounetdownloads.com/Basic%20Diplomat%20in%20Biofeedback%20Course.pdf
The Body Electric has many global important measures. These include Volts, Amps, Resistance, Hydration, Oxidation, and Proton and Electron pressure. There are oscillatory norms of these values as well. The electrical vital signs. These are all easily measured and easily corrected in a cybernetic biofeedback loop. By interfacing with the body electric thru stimulus, response, correction and re-stimulation, we can try to normalize and stabilize the body electric. If we can reduce the causes of disease with behavioral medicine, provide good nutrition to supply needed homeostasis, repair the damage to organs, and unblock the blockages to energy flow, we have the start of a good truly modern medicine. Selye has proved that by reducing stress and the stressors we can advert the early progression of disease, and dramatically reduce degenerative disease. But this is drugless and threatening to the profits of the drug companies. We need to prefer people over profit. We need to become aware of the science and look through the sensational tabloid press to make an informed choice.

The over emphasis on drugs (SINthetic drugs ) and surgery and the under emphasis on lifestyle has created a monster. The regulatory bodies, FDA, let Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, run rampant while spending time and money on attacking safe, scientific, tested and effective natural medicines. This is a tragedy of modern times and profit corporations out of control.
Low Body Voltage leads to weak membrane potential, weak osmosis, trapped toxins, premature aging, and increased susceptibility to virus

Healthy membrane potential and adequate body voltage makes all of the functions of the cell work better

Charging the Human Battery

Factors that influence the body voltage and membrane potential are fatty acids in the cell membrane, minerals, especially salts, hydration water, oxygenation, stress, toxins and life style.

The SCIO has been proven in tests to increase the electrical potential of the body. Increased cellular membrane potential makes osmosis increase, which increases detoxification, nutrient transfer and absorption, hydration, oxidation, and all cellular functions in general.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us

tel: +3613036043 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
Years ago I was excited to see some infomercials about alternative medicine treatments for diseases. The speaker talked a good show and sold me to buy his books. But there was absolutely no real advice in the books, only multilevel companies with more to buy. This made me angry and then I decided to write the best self help books on natural medicine. Editing and collecting the best in real substantiated advice.

Desiré has written two incredible books and made movies to go with them. What to do for influenza and specifically what to do when the next major virus hits. A movie and a self help book designed to really help you and your families understand what to do to protect yourself.

Also cancer is such a devastating disease, and there are ways to help yourself in the kitchen with cooking for cancer patients. Full advice from soup to nuts on exercise, meditation, cooking, and more. Coupled with a video for the science of how it works.

The health care debate is bringing a question of health and care. In this incredible new book Desiré has outlined a very thorough review of the real problems of Health Care. This book will tell you the truth the chemical companies do not want you to hear.
The SCIO device can use the Trivector and Cybernetic Loop to rectify aberrant and disharmonious energy patterns in the body. This has profound effects on all body functions but affects the corpus callosum most intensely.

This means that the ability of the conscious verbal mind to relate to the subconscious is increased with the rectification process. The patient will probably not feel the effect. There will always be a positive effect. If there is a negative effect, it is because there is shielded or covert feelings or memories in the subconscious. These will cause disease if left untreated. A simple release may solve the problem.

The changes include:

1. Activate the innate intelligence to balance the body energies. This is the basic principle of chiropractic, acupuncture, and osteopathy medicine.

2. There is an easier exchange of energy and information from right brain to left brain via the corpus callosum. The corpus callosum is the largest energy form in the body and the rectification process has profound effects on stabilizing it, so it dramatically reduces switching phenomena.

3. The SCIO thereby increases the ability of the conscious to interface with the unconscious. This allows greater knowledge of self and of the higher self.

4. There is a greater memory access, a more true access of memory without emotional clouding.

5. There is a greater flexibility of connective tissue, allowing for more resilience.

6. There is a greater oxygenation and hydration ability of the body.

7. There is a smoother muscle control.

8. There is a general increase in well being that the conscious mind is so often unable to perceive. And thus there are thousands of subtle improvements to be found.
Spinal injury and pain

Using MTENS, and TVEP the SCIO can treat the spinal area for injury and pain.
Sending in an auto-focused sophisticated pulse different for each patient based on their personal electrical needs.

If you need more information on the SCIO and purchase details please get in touch with us
tel: +3613036043 | web: www.qxsubspace.com | e-mail: info@qxsubspace.com
pictures on China, AC Milan, San Antonio spurs, Dennis Johnson

The first sport study with the Quantum Xroid technology was on members of the Cleveland Browns football team in 1988. The results were amazing and all of the participants went all Pro over the next five years. Having worked with the power lifting team of Hungary in 1991 they went from moderate to gold medal performance.

AC Milan bought some systems and their injury level dropped 91%. This was because the system can stimulate and accelerate healing of injured tissue. They asked for us to develop the device to sharpen the athletic skills of the clients. With this in mind we developed a way to sharpen coordination endurance and strength. AC Milan won the European championship the next two years. We worked with Dennis Johnson ex twice NBA MVP in the San Antonio Spurs system. The results were amazing.

The Chinese Olympic team had us do a study. Out of their 487 athletes in the 2008 Olympic Games, they assigned 150 of the sick, old, weak, and tired to us. The study was to see if we could repair injured tissue and get an athlete back onto the field. The results were astounding. Out of the hundred medals won by the Chinese our 30% of the injured performers won 33% of the medals. Our athletes were not supposed to win. And because of this Desire was awarded an honorary Gold medal.

Sports medicine has entered the energetic arena. There are those who want to win and they differ from those who want to conform.

Some of the best cyclists in the world have used the SCIO to win championships.